
imagine quality you can see and hold
pocket imager projector delivers powerful per-
formance with state-of-the-art DLP technology
packed into a compact design

Display device
Weight
Screen Format
Power Input
Power Adaptor
Power Consumption
Brightness
Contrast Ratio
Light Source
Lamp Life Time
keystone
Resolution
Scan System
PC Input
Blue Screen
Multi Language
CVBS In
Multi Format
Plug & Play
Picture Mode
Zoom Lens
Lens Focus
Focus Range
Lens Shift
Throw Ratio
Image Size (inches)
Noise
PC Input (15pin D-Sub)
AV Video in
Type, Duration
Input Video Signal
Input Connectors
Cables length
Set (W x H x D)
Set (W x H x D)(w/o battery)

Battery (optional)

General

Power

Picture

Function

Battery
Cable

Dimension

Accessory

Class SP-P300ME

0.55” DMD (apertureless)
less than 660g
4:3
DC 14V 3A
100V~240V, 50/60Hz
< 25W
25 ANSI Lumen
1000:1
LED (R, G, B)
> 10,000 hours
Vertical (-15%~ +15%)
800 x 600 (native resolution)
Progressive
Multi mode (up to XGA @85Hz)
Yes
English/ Spanish/ French/ Korean
480i/ 576i (CVBS in)
Wide/ Full screen
DDC
Standard/ Movie/ Dynamic/ User
No
Focus Ring (manual)
0.5~2.8m
No
2.0
12”~63”
< 24dB (by Samsung Reference)
1
1
Li-on, 2.5 hours
24Pin small jack
D-Sub, AV(video) in
60cm (TDB~D-Sub/ AV in)
127.2 x 94.5 x 76.8
127.2 x 94.5 x 50.8

AVC
0511C

A01H
Q

-W
W

Specifications

Distributed by:

*Design and specifications are subject to change without notice.

So compact, so powerful,
its images so visually stunning,
when projected on any surface
it will show the reality of the world



Battery

Embrace this Compact Wonder
So easy to carry and connect

Pocket Imager goes from offices to home theaters. Carry it anywhere you need it, at home, meetings or long-
distance business trips. Compact size and lightweight body make it easy to operate in any environment.

Good Companion for Laptops - Lightweight and Compact 

Pocket Imager provides a wide range of connection
options for various devices.

Easy Connectivity

Battery provides high mobility and use time of 2.5 hours.
The Pocket Imager also comes with convenient carrying
case for comfortable transportation.

Complete Mobility

Simple Connectivity

Experience Clarity from Any Angle
Exceptional visual quality enhances every presentation

Samsung Pocket Imager SP-P300ME features a Carl Zeiss lens, the world renowned optical leader, to provide
supreme brightness and picture quality.

Enhanced Brightness and Picture Quality

DLP™ technology allows more lights from the LED lamp onto the screen.
DMD (Digital Mirror Device), the core of DLP™ technology, minimizes
loss of light in the projection process and improves efficiency. DLP™
guarantees higher resolution and non-degrading picture quality.
Single mirrors on the DMD chip are more densely arranged than LCD
panel, enabling more efficient use of light, especially when projecting
PowerPoint and Excel presentations.

Digital Light Processing™ Technology

Digital Mirror Device

Samsung Pocket Imager provides over 1,000 times faster
response time than LCD projectors, removing trails and dragging
from game or movie images.

Clean, crisp images

High brightness guarantees the clearest color expressions and
most precise details. Even black tones in videos and text are
incredibly enhanced by 1000:1 contrast ratio.

High Contrast

LCD Projector DLP™ Projector

LCD Projector DLP™ Projector

Enjoy its Powerful Features
Distinctive features designed to enhance your convenience

The intuitive and easy-to-use operation panel makes it convenient for both new and experienced users. Even if you
are using a projector for the first time, you will be able to use it very quickly.

Distinctive Buttons and Easy Operation

The Cooling Stand allows the projector's cooling fan to run
smoothly when projecting towards the ceiling, helping it
effectively disburse excess heat. When attached to the
projector, it creates a stable environment for the user and
the projector.

Cooling Stand for Ceiling Projection

The Vertical Keystone correction feature maintains the original
4:3 screen ratio. Up to 15% distortion can be fully corrected,
enabling correct projection even in small spaces.

Vertical Keystone Correction

DMD chip’s core panel is manufactured in a sealed vac-
uum, securing semi-permanent use. Lamp with 10,000
hours longevity cuts maintenance cost, and picture qual-
ity is fully restored whenever the lamp is replaced.

Enhanced Durability

Powerful Performance
Throughout Your Entire Day
Ideal for both home and small office, with SVGA
(800x600) level resolution and 25 ANSI Lumens, which
are compatible with image sizes from 12” to 70”.Enjoy
movies and sports but also make impressive presenta-
tions with Samsung Pocket Imager SP-P300ME.Stylish Design

Samsung Pocket Imager is a combina-
tion of streamlined compact size, high
performance and superb mobility.


